In this article we derive the explicit solution of 2-D Stokes system in exterior of the disc with no-slip condition on inner boundary and given velocity v∞ at infinity. It turned out it is the first application of the associated Weber-Orr transform to mathematical physics in comparison to classical Weber-Orr transform which is used in many researches. From no-slip condition for velocity field we will obtain Robin-type boundary condition for vorticity. Then the initial-boundary value problem for vorticity will be solved with help of the associated Weber-Orr transform. Also the explicit formula of Biot-Savart Law in polar coordinates will be given. Primary 76D07; Secondary 33C10.
Preliminary
The exterior domain is the most natural area for study the Stokes flow past an obstacles. The advantage of the planar flow of the incompressible fluid is the fact that the motion equations are reduced to only one vorticity equation. It works well in the case of Cauchy problem when the domain is the hole space R 2 . But in exterior domains when the fluid interacts with the object by noslip condition, then the Dirichlet boundary condition for velocity transforms to integral relations deduced from Biot-Savart law which describes the inverse of the curl operator and has rather complicated form. In this article we will show that for cylindrical domain B r0 = {x ∈ R 2 , |x| ≥ r 0 }, r 0 > 0 the no-slip boundary condition really can be transformed to another boundary condition for vorticity.
The reasoning question is how the integral relation can be transformed to boundary ones since the Biot-Savart law doesn't admit integration by explicit formulas. The matter of fact that this boundary condition is given in terms of Fourier coefficients w k (t, r) of vorticity function w(t, x) and these coefficients itself contain integration by polar angle. Since the Biot-Savart law is the convolution of the vortex fundamental solution with velocity, then the Fourier decomposition breaks the integral relations into series of Robin-type boundary conditions for w k (t, r) of the type r 0 ∂w k (t, r) ∂r + |k|w k (t, r 0 ) = 0, k ∈ Z. Here we suppose that initial data satisfies boundary conditions. In this article we will find explicit formula for solution of the non-stationary Stokes system in exterior of the disc B r0 with given velocity value at infinity and no-slip condition at the boundary. With help of vorticity operator we reduce Stokes system to heat equation with zero Robin-type boundary condition (0.1) and zero boundary condition at infinity.
The initial boundary value problem for the heat equation in exterior of the disc with various types of boundary conditions could be solved with help of the Weber-Orr transform. In general form it can be written as
where
-are the Bessel functions of the first and second type (see [1] [2]).
The inverse transform is defined by the formula
2 t+ikϕ Y k (λr) satisfy heat equation, and
multiplied by e ikϕ do the same. In order to satisfy the initial datum w k (0, r) at t = 0 we need invertibility of W k,l and W −1 k,l . When l = k the above formulas are referred to classical Weber-Orr transform. Titchmarsh [3] [4] proved invertibility of this transform for functions f (r) : f (r) √ r ∈ L 1 (r 0 , ∞) with bounded variations in the following form:
For l = k + 1 and non-negative k ∈ Z the above formulas define associated Weber-Orr transform W k,k+1 with inverse transform W −1 k,k+1 satisfying the same identity above. This transform applies to elasticity theory and was the subject of some investigations [5] [6] [7] .
Let's ask the question: what happens in the case k > l, k ∈ N∪{0} and what is the applications area of this transform? In present paper we will answer on this question when l = k−1. In this case the above formula (0.5) is incorrect. We will deduce correct formula of Weber-Orr transform in order to satisfy invertibility. And then we will present transparent application of this transform to fluid dynamics problems.
So, when solving the Stokes system in exterior of the disc we will concentrate on the associated Weber-Orr transform W k,k−1 . Due to the fact that R k,k−1 (λ, r) satisfies no-slip boundary condition (0.1) for k ∈ N ∪ {0}, and so w k (t, r) given by (0.4) does the same, then the associated Weber-Orr transform W k,k−1 will be the central point of our investigation. We can say that at this moment the only equations in which this transform finds its application -are the Stokes and Navier-Stokes systems.
The case of l = k − 1 stands out from the rest Weber-Orr transforms since the formula (0.5) is no longer true and needs adding some corrections. The point is that the Robin-type condition
+ α k w k (t, r 0 ) = 0 strongly depend on the sign of the α k , and the case α k ≥ 0 requires more thorough study. Nasim [7] investigated invertibility of W k,k−1 and derived additional term for inverse transform W −1 k,k−1 . But his formula also needs some corrections to get the invertibility relation (0.5). We will find final formula of W −1 k,k−1 in order to be inverse to W k,k−1 . As we will see, only in the case k ≥ 2 the inverse transform must be supplied with additional correcting term, when for k = 0, 1 the invertibility identity stays valid with W −1
which as we will see will be equal to zero when no-slip boundary condition is satisfied.
And so, finally, we can say, that for both Stokes and Navier-Stokes systems with no-slip boundary condition the formula (0.2) presents actual inverse transform for W k,k−1 and the solution of the heat equation is really provided by (0.4). But in the common case the formulas (0.2), (0.3) do not satisfy the invertibility property (0.5).
The structure of the paper is following. In the next section the statement of the initial boundary value problem is given. In section 2 we will deduce Biot-Savart law in polar coordinates for exterior of the disc. There will be considered both no-slip and slip boundary conditions. In section 3 we deduce no-slip boundary condition in terms of vorticity. And in section 4 we will find the solution of the Stokes system.
The statement of the problem and the main result
Consider the Stokes system defined in exterior of the disc B r0 = {x ∈ R 2 , |x| > r 0 }, r 0 > 0 with given horizontal flow at infinity
) is the velocity field and p(t, x) is the pressure. Applying to equations above the curl operator w(t, x) = curl v(t, x) = ∂ x1 v 2 − ∂ x2 v 1 we get the system of equations for vorticity
The last system will be the main object of our study instead of (1.1)-(1.5).
It is naturally assumed, that the flow at infinity is the plane-parallel ones with zero circularity:
(1.10)
Further considerations will be held under zero-circulation assumption which due to Stokes formula and no-slip condition leads to zero mean vorticity:
We will use Fourier expansions in polar coordinates r, ϕ:
Here
2π 0 v 0 (r, ϕ)e −ikϕ dϕ -are the vector fields decomposed on radial and tangent components.
The main result of the paper is
, and its Fourier series as well as Fourier series for vorticity converges and coefficients w
Then the solution of (1.6)-(1.9) is defined via Fourier coefficients: 2 Biot-Savart law in polar coordinates.
Now we study when the solenoidal velocity field v(x) can be uniquely restored from its vorticity w(x). Consider the following system
The basis for solutions of homogeneous system when w k ≡ 0 consists of two vectors:
Rewrite the horizontal flow v ∞ = (v ∞ , 0) in polar coordinates:
Suppose, that Fourier coefficients w k (s) of w(x) satisfy:
Using the Fourier expansion of v ∞ the solution of the system (2.1), (2.2), (2.4) will be given by the following formula:
where δ k,1 , δ k,−1 are the Kronecker deltas, {α k } ∞ k=−∞ , θ will be found from the rest boundary condition (2.3).
The term θ r in the last formula describes discrete vortex motion
where x ⊥ = (−x 2 , x 1 ), and θ defines its intensity.
No-slip condition
For no-slip condition (2.3) from v r,k (r 0 ) = v ϕ,k (r 0 ) = 0 in virtue of (2.8) immediately follows α 0 = 0, and θ = 0. For k > 0 from (2.6) follows
and so α k = 0, k ∈ N. In similar way from (2.7) we have α k = 0 for negative k.
Then if there exists the solution of (2.1) -(2.4) satisfying (2.5), then it will be given by (2.6)-(2.8) with α k = 0, k ∈ Z, and θ = 0.
Under assumption of zero-circularity (1.10) from Stokes' theorem we have Finally, the above formulas, which constitute Biot-Savart law in cylindrical domains, we rewrite for k ∈ Z:
-signum function, δ |k|,1 is the Kronecker delta, v ∞ -the velocity of horizontal flow at infinity. Formulas (2.10), (2.11) combined with (2.3) lead to relations on vorticity (k ∈ Z): 
Proof. Indeed, (2.3), (2.4) and the inclusion v r,k , v ϕ,k ∈ L ∞ (r 0 , ∞) follows from (2.5), (2.12). Formulas (2.10), (2.11) satisfy (2.1), (2.2). Since the coefficients α k = 0, k ∈ Z, and θ = 0 in (2.6)-(2.8) are uniquely defined, then the solution is also unique.
Slip condition
Now we will weaken (2.3) by
where n is the outer normal to the boundary and find the solution of the undetermined system (2.1), (2.2), (2.4) with (2.13). It will obtain one degree of freedom which concerns to circularity of the flow. From (2.13) follows v r,k (r 0 ) = 0, k ∈ Z. Then from (2.6)-(2.8)
So, the system (2.1), (2.2), (2.13), (2.4) is not uniquely solvable due to arbitrary θ ∈ R in (2.8) which describes the intensity of the circulation around the origin. The vector field v(x) is restored from its vorticity w(x) up to circulation of v(x) around boundary. In cartesian coordinates it means that to any solution of (2.1),(2.2), (2.13), (2.4) v(t, x) we can add discrete vortex (2.9) and v(t, x) + σ θ (x) will also be the solution of the same system with any θ ∈ R. In general, in exterior domains in contrast to simple connected ones, the vector field v(x) is restored from its vorticity w(x) with one degree of freedomcircularity around boundary (for more details see [8] ).
3 No-slip condition for vorticity in polar coordinates.
Now we a ready to derive no-slip boundary condition for vorticity instead of integral relations (2.12). Initial value problem (1.6), (1.7) in polar coordinates is given by equations
We supply (3.1) with Robin-type boundary condition:
Lemma 3.1. The set
is invariant under the flow e ∆ k t corresponding to (3.1) iff (3.2) holds.
Proof. 
Then coefficients w k (t, r) of (1.6)-(1.9) satisfy Robin-type condition (3.2).
Proof. From curl v 0 (x) ∈ L 1 (B r0 ) follows w 0 0 (r)r ∈ L 1 (r 0 , ∞) and (2.5) is satisfied for k = 0. No-slip condition imposes the relations (2.12), which must be satisfied for all t > 0:
i.e. Ω must be invariant under the flow e ∆ k t corresponding to (3.1), (3.2) . Then the statement of the theorem is the direct result of the previous lemma.
Thus, the problem (1.6)-(1.9) is reduced to (3.1), (3.2) . Now we will prove, that, as it was mentioned in preliminary, the relation
which follows from (2.12), will give the invertibility formula (0.5) for the associated Weber-Orr transform W k,k−1 .
In this section we will solve the initial boundary value problem (3.1), (3.2) reducing it to elliptic system with parameter (see [9] ). Laplace transformω (τ, x) = Then Fourier coefficientsω k (τ, r) satisfy differential equation
Since the above equation is invariant under the change k to −k, then we will carry out further considerations only for non-negative integer k.
Basis of solutions to homogeneous Bessel equation (4.2) when right-hand side −w 0 k (r) is equal to zero consists of modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind I k ( √ τ r), K k ( √ τ r) (see [1] , [2] ). Following by [8] we exclude exponentially growing function I k ( √ τ r) from the solution of (4.2). The Wronskian of these functions is equal to:
will be the solution of non-homogeneous Bessel equation (4.2). And finally we have the formula:
where h k (τ ) will be founded from boundary condition (3.2). To do this we apply the operator of boundary condition
Using the differentiation relations on Bessel functions
we will have
We have got the solution of (4.2) with boundary (3.2) for any non-negative k ∈ Zω
For negative k ∈ Z previous formula stays valid when k changes to |k| in Bessel functions
In order to obtain the solution w(t, x) of the heat equation we apply inverse Laplace transform w(t, r, ϕ) = 1 2πi Γη e τ tω (τ, r, ϕ)dτ, where Γ η = {τ ∈ C, Re τ = η}, η -fixed arbitrary positive real number. Since √ τ involved in (4.5) is a branching function, then using Cauchy formula we change contour of integration from Γ η to Γ − −η,ε with some ε > 0, where
. Then, going ε → 0, η → ∞ we will have equalities:
Set τ = −λ 2 . Then, we will have
We will use the following lemma, involving Bessel function of the first kind J k (r), which was proved in [8] :
Lemma 4.1. For λ, r, s > 0 modified Bessel functions I k , K k will satisfy:
Recall the definition of Hankel functions H
−k (see [1] , [2] ):
Then analytical continuation of I k , K k on imaginary line is given as follows(see [2] ):
We decompose functionω k (τ, r) in (4.5) for k ∈ N∪{0} (as usual for negative integer k the indexes in all Bessel functions involving k should be changed to |k|):ω
Recall that we assumed k ≥ 0. Then due to invariance of Bessel equation (4.2) under the change k to −k from (4.6) we will find the solution
Now we will find the residues ofω k (τ, r) at τ = 0.
Lemma 4.2. The residues ofω k (τ, r) defined by (4.5) at τ = 0 are given by
Now we calculate the residues of G k,2 (τ, r). From
the residues of G k,2 (τ, r) are equal to zero. And
Since (4.2) is invariant to the change k to −k, the solution of the heat equation (1.6), (1.7), (1.9) with Robin condition (3.2) is represented as
where , |arg z| < π follows that integrals in (4.9) are well defined and the theorem is proved.
Then instead of (0.5) we have the following invertibility relation of the associated Weber-Orr transform: √ r ∈ L 1 (r 0 , ∞) follows (2.5) for k = 0. Then from Theorems 3.2, 4.3 we have the formula (4.9) for w(t, x). And in virtue of (2.12) the last term in (4.9) vanishes.
